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1.  I  want some-one to buy me a po___-ny,     Jig   jog,  jig  jog,   jig- a jog   gee.
2. If   some-one  will     buy me a po___-ny,
3. (repeat verse 1)

Not  too  fat   and     not    to    bo___-ny,      Jig   jog,   jig   jog,     jig -a-jog  gee.
He  will   be    my      one  and  on___-ly,   

For   I     want  to        go   for  a  ride,       all     a  - round the    coun-try-side, with a
I    will    feed him      ev -  er-y   day,      scent - ed   oats  and    new-born hay, with a

jig     jog,   jig    jog,     jig    jog,   jig    jog,     jig    jog    jig -a  jog       gee.
    

“Gee” tells the horse to turn away from the driver.  In England, the driver is to the right, which means a 
horse told to “gee” will turn left.   In Canada, the driver is to the left, which means a horse told to “gee” 
will turn right.   The horses know what to do if trained properly, it’s the drivers who get confused if they 
change countries!  (The opposite of “gee” is “haw.”)

For many children, a pony is an exotic creature.  For a lucky few, having a pony is 
a dream that might actually come true.  Sing a long with the dreamer in this 
traditional song.  Keep the beat with the pony who walks along.
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New Song:  New Song:  Jig a Jog Gee

In keeping with the “horse theme” this song may be known to some children as its often 
used as a “on the knee” song for babies and toddlers who get bounced to its beat.

(pat knees, pat hands, pat knees, pat hands) and say “Jig jog, jig jog, jig jog.”  “Try it 
with me as we/you listen to this song.”  Play or sing the first verse.

“Wouldn’t it be lovely to have a pony?  What kind of pony does the person in the 
song want?  (not too fat, not too bony)   What kind of pony would you like?

“A few of the song words are repeated several times  ---jig jog jig jog jig-a-jog 
gee”  (now sing them while doing the knee-hands beat keeper) Jig jog jig jog jig-a-jog 
gee.   Every time you hear those words, sing them with me/with the CD.

Post the words  or  project the words/music, and invite students to sing with the 
songvideo.
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